
Problem Solution
Switch is installed but doesn't turn the 

light on or off
Check wiring.  A wire may have come loose during the installation.

Air Gap breaker on the switch may be open.  UL requires an "Air Gap" for dimmer switches.  

On the WD500Z-1 this is the clear LED lens.  Be sure it is pressed in and not pulled out.

The black wires to the 120V line and the load may be reversed.  When installed correctly the 

LED on the switch would be illuminated when the bottom of the switch has been pressed, 

turning the light off.

Device is paired with my hub but will 

not turn on or off using the Z-Wave hub 

application

Device may have been partially included in the mesh network.  Follow your Z-Wave hub 

instructions to un-pair the device.  Then re-pair the device into the network.

Although very unlikely, your Z-Wave hub may not support required command classes.  Ensure 

that your hub supports at least the following command classes:  Switch All, Switch Multilevel

Device will not pair with my hub
Device may already be part of a Z-Wave Network.  Put your Z-Wave Hub into remove or un-

pair mode and double tap the switch paddle (top or bottom).

Device may be out of range of the Z-Wave hub.  Move hub closer to the dimmer switch or add 

a Z-Wave repeater.

Will this switch work with Dimmable 

LEDs

The device has been tested with a number of commonly available LED bulbs from home 

inprovement stores.  However, since LED bulbs will differ from manufacturer to manufacturer, 

we cannot guarentee that all LED bulbs will work.

My LED / CFL light flicker and don't dim Make sure the LED / CFL lights are dimmable.  The WD500Z-1 only supports dimmable lights.

LEDs are designed to turn on at a certain wattage and this varies from bulb to bulb.  When the 

dimmer is providing a very small amont of power, some LEDs will flicker until that power level 

is established.

My LED / CFL light makes the switch 

buzz loudly

This is generally caused by LEDs that draw low power, less than 6 watts.  However, since all LED 

light bulbs are manufactured differently, this buzzing would be on a case by case basis.  

Light does not turn on to full brightness 

when activated at the switch

The dimmer is designed to turn on (single tap on the top of the paddle) to the previous dim 

level.  Press and hold the top of the switch to increase the intensity to 100%.


